Title word cross-reference

$(2 + \epsilon)$ [PS19]. $(\alpha, \beta)$ [BKMP10]. $(h, k)$ [BEJK19]. $(k, r)$ [DFHT05]. $(\text{min}, +)$ [CMWW19]. $(n - 1)$ [RW10a]. 1 [KN16]. $1 - 1/e$ [HTWZ19]. 1.5 [KN16]. 2 [ERV16, Fuj12, GS17, GILP16, HCT+11, HVV19, KN16, LMM+21, SS18].


$K$ [DM09, BBB20, ABF+18, AMS06, BHW20, BPR+17, CGK20, Cha10b, CV20, CMVZ16, DCR16, DKN17, FHR07, FN10, GIN+17, GNRR10a, GNRR10b, GWZ21, HHI+16, HMS07, Lev09, Li17, LBSZ21, PT16, RRS07, RZ12, WZ16].

$k/r$ [GWZ21]. $L$ [GGI+21]. $l_1$ [BDW19]. $M$ [HIMZ19]. $n$ [RW10a]. $O(\log k)$ [ACER19]. $O(\log n)$ [KK13]. $o(mn)$ [Cha12]. $O(n^2)$ [BS06a]. $O(n^{2.75})$ [AFM08]. $O(n^3)$ [GT08]. $O(n \log^2 n)$ [KM010]. $O(n \log n)$ [BKM99b, BKM99a]. $O(nm)$ [CMA+19, KMMP07]. $O(V E)$ [DC05]. $P_6$ [GKPP22, LPV18]. $r$ [GWZ21]. $st$ [BSWN15, KW16b]. $t$ [DP06].
- Approximating \([LMM^+21]\). Approximation \([HVV19, KN16, PS19, Fuj12, KK13]\). ary \([DP06, RRS07]\). Center \([CGK20, BHW20, DFHT05]\). clustering \([Lev09]\). Colorings \([BCSV20]\).

- Competitive \([ACER19]\). Convex \([HIMZ19]\). Convolution \([CMWW19, Cha20]\). CSP \([GS17]\). Cut \([BRWN15, KW16b]\). d \([DM09]\). Deletion \([ALM^+20]\). Edge \([GILP16, HVV19]\). Facility \([ABF^+18]\).

- Forest \([DKN17, GHNR10a, GHNR10b]\). Free \([GKPP22, LPV18]\). Heavy \([BDW19]\). Hitting \([FLL^+19]\). Independence \([PT16]\). Means \([BBB20]\). Opt \([ERV16]\). Packings \([GGI^+21]\).

- Path \([GWZ21]\). Paths \([LBSZ21]\). Permutations \([RW10a]\). Plurality \([ADGH21]\). Restrictions \([AMS06]\). Route \([CMVZ16]\). Server \([BEJK19, CV20, FN10]\). Set \([FLL^+19, Cha10b, RW10a]\). shredders \([Heg06]\). Simple \([GWZ21]\). Spanner \([DKR16]\). spanners \([BKMP10]\). Subgraphs \([VWY10]\). Submodular \([WZ16]\).

- Time \([KMW10]\). Traveling \([FHR07]\). Walks \([SS18]\).

0.8776-Approximation \([ABG16]\).

1-center \([YLW08]\). 1-median \([YLW08]\).


3-approximation \([BPGN09]\). 3SUM \([Cha20]\). 3SUM-hard \([Cha20]\).

4-leaf \([BLS08]\).

Access \([ARS^+14, BJKK18, CKR12, ELMR21]\). accesses \([CFLM07]\). Achieving \([APF^+10]\). ACM \([BGN^+18, HK22]\). ACM-SIAM \([BGN^+18, HK22]\). Activation \([Fuk17]\). Acyclic \([HHM^+18]\). Ad \([KMPS16]\). Adaptive \([BPL18, CW16, GM12, MPV10]\). Addendum \([GT16a]\). Adder \([BH19, HS18]\). Additive \([BKMP10, BW21, RS11a]\). Adjustable \([DEK21]\). Adjusting \([Elm17]\). Admission \([AAG09]\). Adversarial \([CKR12, NE19, CDHW09]\). adversary \([AC10]\). Advertising \([AFH^+16]\). Advice \([BFKR21, GP19]\). Affine \([VZ21, GMT1]\). Agents \([DP14]\).

aggregation \([BMGS^+09]\). Agnostic \([Wim16]\). agreeable \([JLSS12]\). agreement \([KKK^+10]\). Algebraic \([AK18, CLL14, Vig14]\). Algebras \([KW16a]\). Algorithm \([ACER19, AFS18, AKS17, AKLR20, AER15, BKMV20, BDW19, BFPP18, BKN21, CMA^+19, CLL^+12, CMV16, CIL17, CI17, CGMY22, DKN17, DS19, ERV16, FGK^+16, GKP22, HHL^+16, Hir19, HU20, HVV19, KKK18, KK13, KK16, KKR^+20, KN16, MMS14, PRS20, AFM08, And10, AMM07, AR06, BB09, Bla08, BS10, BD11, CCKR11, DC05, CCM10, CMS05, Cla10, CNP^+11, DMRW09, DS08, Dji10, DV10, EK07, EPR10, EFKN09, Fuj12, HMS07, IM12,
Algorithmic algorithms [AMS06, BCFN07, GIKW19, HS17].

Algorithms [ASW08, ALM+20, ABE+18, AMW20, AMNS17, AKS21, AFK+18, BGGN16, BBHT17, BKN14, BODD+20, BGH19, BR14, BGN+18, BBM19, BBT12, BCMSM12, BSSX20, BF18, CHA18, Cab19, CFRY22, CLL14, CV20, CFM21, CMVZ16, CDHW09, CMY11, CDP19, DGM18, DHK16, DH18, DPS18, EFM+16, EW20, EN19, EHL+18, ELR+08, FLN14, FLK+20, FLPRI2, GS17, GKM16, GHH22, GLLZ21, HH17, HKKK16, HT21, Har18, Har21, HL13, HK22, ISG07, KLP+16a, KBVnL20, KX19, KLP+16b, KMPS16, Lac13, LNR+14, LMS18, LRS18, LPS+20, MV15, NS16, RS17, SHHA16, Swa16, AAK06, AMR09, AF07, AA14, AR09, AGvS13, AKL10, AKR12, BCD12, BK12, BAT11, BFK+12, BCM11, BF07, CPR+11, CMO+08, CMM09, CK12, CJST07, DFHT05, DI06, DJP+12, EF12, Elk11, Epp06, FP10, FZ07].

Algorithms [GS09, GKLT09, GKK+09, GHPT05, Iba08, JR05, KNS+07, MV08, ZM12, PU07, PR08, RSS06, SZ10, YLW08, CEGK11].

All-Or-Nothing algorithms [AFH+16].

All-Pairs Alternation [KT18, Cha12, RS11a, MTZ10].

Allocation [AKS17, PS16, CCKR11, GN14].

Allocations [AMNS17].

Almost [AL13, DH18, CPL12, Elk05, FKW11].

Alternation [BK08].

Amortized Analysis [BBHT17, BCKM20, BKK+19, ERV16, ER17, FN20, GHPT05, SCRS17, WNN15, dBBJW21, AAY10, AR09, BK08, BAT11, DMM+12, DI06, DK12, EP05, Epp06, FBV09, GN14, GR10].

Application [AFH+16, ARS+14, Coh18].

Approximability [BG20, CGNS08].

Approximate [AEP18, AC10, AKF+15, BS06a, BCHR20, BSSX20, CW16, FJS14, GMP05, GLNS08, HLS07, LBSZ21, PP18, Wy18, Wei22, AKR12, BFG09, CSTW12, Vos08].

Approximately [FGZ21].

Approximating Application [CCMT14].

Anonymity [APF+10].

Anonymous [DP14, GMP17].

Any Application [AFH+16, ARS+14, Coh18].

Approach [BFGT16, BFGT16, Gab16, LMMW16, AAA+06, NW07, VB08].

Approach [BFGT16, BFH21, Gab16, LMMW16, AAA+06, NW07, VB08].
HIMY07, JZ06, Joh06, Kar08, Kar09, LDX09, RS09, SS08a, VH05, CPR+11].
Arborescence [FLK+20, DV10]. Arboricity [ELR20], arc [GGN06], arc-annotated [GGN06]. Archipelagos [GRS17]. architectures [NW07].
Arrangement [TY18, NS10]. arrays [FGGV06, LK08]. Arrival [BH19, LS20]. Arrivals [HTWZ19]. Art [BM20].
Ascending [BGH19]. Ascending-Price [BGH19]. Aspects [HS17, BCFN07].
Assignment [AFH+16, BH12, MMS14, MS17, Soc16, CNP+11, HLS09, Jac11, LM11]. Asymmetric [AKS21, Bla08].
Asymptotic [HJT17, SS08a]. Asymptotically [FV19, GIN+17, HS18]. asynchronous [KKK+10, KS08]. asynchronously [CPL12]. Atomic [FKS08, CKK10a].
Attachment [ELMR21]. auctions [BLW09]. Augmentation [Adj19, MV15, Nut09, VB08]. Augmenting [KN16, EFKN09]. automata [AKL10].
Average [AR08a, AR09, RKKH20, WN15, IM12]. Average-case [AR08a, AR09]. axis [CKS09]. axis-parallel [CKS09].

Balancing [BH14, BKK+19, EDK10, GMP05]. Balls [DT16, AHPSW10]. Bandwidth [CP12, BCFN07, EK06]. bandwidths [PRV11]. Barrier [GS18].
based [ABHS22, AMM07, BBM19, Cha10a, GN14, HMS12, MMS14, PU07]. bases [MM09]. Basic [DKR16, VZ21]. basis [NS09]. Batch [LS20].
Berlekamp [KY13]. best [FFM12, PUW08]. best-response [FFM12]. Better [ABG16, BKN14, BW21, FG08, Kar09]. between [CD16, MA16].
Bisection [ABG16, SS09]. Bit [BH19]. bits [PR08]. Bivariate [MA16].
Bounded [ACGP16, Adj19, BEJK19, CDJS17, CDP19, ELR20, EFF+15, GSV20, GNSW20, LMS18, PPSV18, SHHA16, BEH+10, BHKK12, Dj10, KK06, MR09, MZ12, OGGW10, PRS12, Sv10]. bounded-degree [MR09].
Bounded-Genus [PPSV18]. bounded-length [KK06].
Bounded-tree-width [GNSW20]. Bounding [FGPS08].
Bounds [ACHKP21, ABHS22, BODD+20, BN15, BHD+21, BCK+20, CHGG+17,
CDKL20, CGH17, DLS14, HH17, Har19, JW13, KT18, SCRS17, WW22,
WY18, AR08a, AGvS13, BD11, CGK+11, Cha10a, CV07, FGPS08, GHKS08,
MSS11, PU07]. box [AHRT05]. branch [GT08]. branch-decomposition [GT08].
Broadcast [BKN14, CEGK11, EK07, IM12].
Budget [EFF+15, RS09]. Budgeted [BPR+17]. Buffer
[AER15, CR18, AKM08, CJST07, GS09, RS11b]. buffering [LK08]. buy
[BKLP07]. Bypassing [GRSW16]. Byzantine [KKK+10].

Campaigns [AFH+16]. Can [BGMW20, BCM11]. Cannot [BGMW20].
Cap [Coh18]. Capacitated [Li17, BH12, ELR+08, HKRL07, Hir19, JR05].
Capacities [Wan22, MV08]. capacity [AGG10]. carpool [CNP+11].
Capacity [Coh18]. Capabilities [Coh18]. Carry [BH19, IP11].
Center [CN19, CGK20, HPJ21, HPST19, ASW08, BHW20, DFHT05, YLW08].
Center-Type [HPST19]. centralized [Elk11]. Certification
[GT16a, GT16b]. chairman [CNP+11]. changes [CFH07]. Channel
[BJKK18, CKR12, Soc16]. channels [AZ07]. Checkpointing [BODD+20].
Cheeger [KW16b]. Cheeger-Type [KW16b]. Chordal
[ALM+19, HSS07, Iba08]. CIOQ [AR06]. Circuits [BH19, FGLS19, HS18].
circular [NS10]. Class [HIMZ19]. Classes [CDP19, KRS19, FP10, GKL09].
Classic [dBBJ21]. Classical [BBHT17]. Classification [GLS10].
Classic [AFS12]. Clique [CDP19, FGL+19, HKP+18, Oum08]. Clique-width
[CDP19, FGL+19, Oum08]. cliques [I09]. Clocks [ANFS17]. Clones
[BG20]. Closed [CMA+19, CEV21]. closest [AKS08]. Closure
[Epp18, Rod08]. Clustering [ABS10, BHW20, FKRS19, GLS10, RKH20,
Zo08, APF+10, CGK+11, Epp09b, EV10, Lev09]. CNF [CDL+16].
CNF-SAT [CDL+16]. Co [Kra14]. Co-Nondeterminism [Kra14].
coalitions [FKS08]. code [KL06]. Codes [MN18]. Coding [CLL+12]. Coin
[BBHT17]. Collecting [CJJ20, Fuk17, HKKN12]. collections [CHLS07].
collective [GLPP08]. Color [CLL+12]. Colored [EK20]. Coloring
[CHL+20, FGL+19, SW20b, BNC08, CKS09, DKT11, HKS11, PRV11, SS08a].
Colorings [BCSV20]. Colors [DLS14]. Colouring [GH22]. Column
[BSSX20, Joh05, Joh06, Joh07, Khu05, Khu06, Khu07]. Column-sparse
[BSSX20]. combination [GHPT05]. Combinatorial [EF12].
Combinatorial [AKS17, BHT08, FGPS08, GM12, BCN12, FP10].
combinatorics [SSS+11]. Combined [VZ21]. Common
[AW19, CMA+19, Gab17, CLLJ08, CKS05]. Communication [KR16].
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GKLT09, RW09, SS09, Wi10]. Graphs
[ACGP16, AFT19, ASS19, ADF+15, ADD+18, AKLR20, BDH+20, BSNW15, BK16, Cab19, CEV21, CR18, CDP19, CGH17, DHK14, DPS18, ES16, EP16, EHL+18, ELMR21, FGZ21, FL5+18, FLST18, GILP16, GNSW20, GKP22, KK13, LR15, LPV18, LMS18, LM19, OSSW20, PPSV18, Wan22, WY16, AS07, ALM+12, ASS08, BFKS14, BS06a, BHKK12, BKM09a, BKM09b, BGPV08, BHLR10, Cab10, DC05, Cha12, CEGS11, CSTW12, DS11, DHH05, Dj10, DKT11, EPR10, Epp09a, Epp09c, GKK10, GT08, HKRL07, HSS07, Iba08, KMW10, KP08, KK06, Lau06, MR09, MZ12, PS10, PRV11, PRS12, RTZ08, RZ12, RST14, VVY10, VH05, YB12]. Gray
[KL06, MN18].
Greedy
[FN20, CKS05, Cla10, CnP+11, FP10, GR10, RS11b]. Gromov
[AFN+18]. Groups
[DHK14, KW16a]. Groups
[CZ18, AMR09, AK12b]. Guarantees
[TY18, BST08]. Guarding
[AFK+18]. Guessing
[AGKS07]. Guest
[Buc08]. guided
[CFI+08]. Hadamard
[CI17]. Half
[HJT17]. halfplanes
[CKS09]. Hamiltonian
[FGL+19]. Hanoi
[ASS08, BS06b, DS08]. Hard
[CDL+16, GKM16, BH12, Cha20, Vis08]. hard-capacitated
[BH12]. Hardness
[BM20, BKN21, CMVZ16, DKR16, CPR+11, KNS+07, KM12]. hash
[AG10]. Hashing
[Pag18, DK12, Jan05, Vio05]. Haste
[SHHA16]. Hausdorff
[AHPSW10, AFN+18]. haystacks
[Joh07]. Heap
[CR18]. Heaps
[Elm17, HKTZ17, KT08]. heaviest
[VVY10]. Heavy
[BDW19, BNS19]. hidden
[FKW11]. Hierarchical
[CGMZ16, LD08, ST10]. High
[AFS18, AEP18, BSh20, FR10, GLS10]. High-Dimensional
[AEP18, GLS10]. High-Quality
[AFS18]. Higher
[ACHKP21, TY18]. Hitters
[BDW19, BNS19]. Hitting
[FL5+19, GJLS17]. Hoc
[KMPS16]. Holant
[BG20, GL22]. Hole
[CSS21]. Hollow
[HKTZ17]. hop
[FCFM09]. hop-optimal
[FCFM09]. hospitals
[KMMP07]. hospitals-residents
[KMMP07]. hotlink
[Jac11, LM11]. Hub
[BGGN16]. Hulls
[DEK21, BB09]. Hunts
[TZS14]. hyperbolic
[Epp09b]. Hypergraph
[Har19, AFS12, LDX09]. Hypergraphs
[RKH20]. Hyperplane
[AFHS20]. Hypertree
[Mar10]. I/O
[AAY10, CFRY22, MZ12]. I/O-Efficient
[CFRY22, AAY10, MZ12]. Ideal
[Mas21]. identical
[GP08]. identification
[CPR+11]. idle
[AA14]. IDs
[DL04]. II
[AHAP+16]. III
[FGL+19]. Im
[BCKV06]. Images
[RT14]. impatient
[BCC+10]. Implementation
[BBHT17, HSM07]. Implicit
[FL5+19]. Imprecise
[AFHN16]. Improved
[AER15, BKK+19, BFG09, BBT12, CPR+17, CHA18, CJ18, CMO+08, CKP12, CLL+12, CJS+07, DKN17, EFM+16, GS09, GHKS06, GHKS08, GNSW20, HIMY07, HSS07, KK16, LM11, Lac13, SW20b, Swa16, YLW08, AR06, CCKR11, CGR08, EK07, BKLP07, GHKS13]. Improving
[BCC21, CKS19]. In-
[JMR19]. Inapproximability
[BG21, GRSW16, KS16]. inclusion
[BG11]. incomplete
[GLS10]. Incremental
Linear [AW19, BCKM20, BPGN09, BSWN15, CHA18, CCKN19, CLL14, EP16, HS18, KLP+16a, KKR+20, LNR+14, LMPS18, LRS18, MA16, PT16, RS17, TY18, WY16, BB09, BG11, BLS08, CKK10a, CKL+09, DKT11, EPR10, FP10, GHPT05, Jan05, KMW10, MOR13, NZC11, RW09, VH05, Vio05]. Linear-Size [EP16]. Linear-space [KMW10]. Linear-Time [KKR+20, RS17, BCKM20, BLS08, RW09, VH05].


Max-coloring [PRV11]. Max-CSPs [CRZ20]. Max-Flow [KT18].
Max-Leaf [BD11]. Max-Min [PS16]. Max-Sum [BJLY17]. maxima
[DMM+12]. Maximal
[BFH21, Har19, NS16, PS10, Epp09a, GKP08, IKM+06]. Maximin
[AMNS17]. Maximization [BF18, BFS19, CHJ+18, BNGK+09].
Maximum [CRZ20]. Max-Leaf [BD11]. Max-Min [PS16]. Max-Sum
[BJLY17]. maxima [DMM+12]. Maximal
[BFH21, Har19, NS16, PS10, Epp09a, GKP08, IKM+06]. Maximin
[AMNS17]. Maximization [BF18, BFS19, CHJ+18, BNGK+09].
Maximum [CRZ20]. Max-Leaf [BD11]. Max-Min [PS16]. Max-Sum
[BJLY17]. maxima [DMM+12]. Maximal
[BFH21, Har19, NS16, PS10, Epp09a, GKP08, IKM+06]. Maximin
[AMNS17]. Maximization [BF18, BFS19, CHJ+18, BNGK+09].
Maximum [CRZ20]. Max-Leaf [BD11]. Max-Min [PS16]. Max-Sum
[BJLY17]. maxima [DMM+12]. Maximal
[BFH21, Har19, NS16, PS10, Epp09a, GKP08, IKM+06]. Maximin
[AMNS17]. Maximization [BF18, BFS19, CHJ+18, BNGK+09].
Maximum [CRZ20]. Max-Leaf [BD11]. Max-Min [PS16]. Max-Sum
[BJLY17]. maxima [DMM+12]. Maximal
[BFH21, Har19, NS16, PS10, Epp09a, GKP08, IKM+06]. Maximin
[AMNS17]. Maximization [BF18, BFS19, CHJ+18, BNGK+09].
Maximum [CRZ20]. Max-Leaf [BD11]. Max-Min [PS16]. Max-Sum
[BJLY17]. maxima [DMM+12]. Maximal

GKM16, GM12, GLLZ21, GWZ21, HPST19, Hir19, HL13, JW13, Khu05, Khu06, Khu07, KW16a, Mas21, PPSV18, Swa16, AAA+06, AKR12, BST08, BRFF+12, BHLR10, CMM09, CEWS11, CRK12, CNGS08, CDHW09, CNP+11, DFR09, EKS05, FS11, GJJ12, HKKN12, HLS09, HSB07, Kar08, KNS+07, Nut09, Nut12, SS09, ST08, YLW08. \textit{processes}


R [ADHY08]. R-tree [ADHY08]. Race [AA14]. radio [EK07]. RAM [Cha13]. Ramsey [ACE+20, Kra14]. Ramsey-Type [Kra14]. Random [BBHT17, DGG+20, ELMR21, GSS15, HTWZ19, BB09, BLW09, CFH07, FSP08, MZ12, PS10, PR08]. Randomized [AEP18, CV20, CLK+21b, FN20, KSS09, KKM11, KW14, PR08, BKS12]. Range [ACY12, CW16, GIN+17, WY18, BCEG07]. Rank [HST15, IGM+06, BF09, FGL+20, Oum08]. Rank-Balanced [HST15].


Rectangular [BGPV08]. Rectilinear [FLK+20, GK09]. Recurrence
[HTJ17, Epp06]. recurrent [Kau07]. Reducing [CJ18]. Reduction
[MMS14, MOR13, NS09]. redundancy [BK08]. Reflex [CDD+15]. register
[DP06]. regret [YLW08]. Regular [FLS19, BFG09, GKK10]. regulation
[HS09]. rejections [AAG09]. Related
[BFGT16, BDW19, CFRY22, GWZ21, CKP12]. relations [BHMS11].
Relationship [KR19]. relative [BF07, BM08]. Relaxation
[Li17, VZ21, ABD+08, GGG10]. relaxed [DM09]. Relay [EFM+16].
Rendezvous [FP13, TSZ14, KKM11]. rent [BKLP07]. rent-or-buy
[BKLP07]. Reordering [AER15]. Repairmen [HKKK16, FHR07]. Repeats
[CCKN19]. repetitions [AAG09]. Replacement
[GW20, RZ12, WY13, EPR10]. Reporting [EP16]. Reports [DP14].
Representation [BS18]. Representations [Gab16, FMMN07].
Representative [FLPS17]. Representing [BN15]. Required [PT16].
Resampling [Har21]. reservation [BM08]. residents [KMMP07].
[JMR19, CCKR11, GN14]. respect [CGK+11]. response [FFM12, PUW08].
Restore [CMR18, FTK20]. Restricted [AKS17, MPQS20, PS16, BNLT07].
restriction [GGG10]. restrictions [AMS06]. Results
[BG21, EW20, GRSW16, CPR+11, GHKS06, GHKS13, HIMY07, KNS+07].
Retractions [FGZ21]. Retroactive [DIL07]. Reversal [CBFWW15].
Revisited [ABH+18, CK07, HPR14, NS09]. Ride
[GNR15, GHNR10a, GHNR10b]. right [DMM+12]. Robust
[ARS+14, GNR16, HS06]. roommates [CF05]. Rooted
[CLNV14, KL06, Saw06]. roots [Lau06]. Roundtrip [RTZ08]. Route
[CMVZ16]. Routing [AZ07, ADPP07, CGMZ16, CBFWW15, GMT11,
KRX16, AGM+08, CSTW12, HKRL07, KP08, RTZ08]. Rule [HJ15]. Rumor
[DSF14].

s [BRFF+12, CRV11]. S-T [CRV11]. Salesman [AKS21, DT16, BHKK12].
samples [EMS10]. Sampling
[CHGG+17, Coh18, BCEG07, FSP08, GKK10, MPV10, PT11]. Santa
[AFS12]. SAT [CDL+16]. Satisfaction [GRS17, CMM09, SS09]. savings
[ISG07]. Scalable [BN14, IM12]. Scalably [EP12]. Scale [KRX16].
Scale-Free [KRX16]. Scaling [BCP13, DPS18, AA14]. schedule [Wil10].
Scheduling [AFH+16, BKN14, HJ15, JMR19, KMP16, LMMW16, SZ20,
AZ07, BCD12, BNLT07, BNGK+09, BCMSM12, CCL+09, CEGK11,
CKK10b, CRR09, DJP+12, EP12, EV06a, EK06, GHKS06, GHKS08, GP08,
Hal12, IM12, JZ06, JLSS12, GHKS13]. Scheme
[BKM15, BKM09a, BKM09b, CSTW12, LDX09, SS08a]. Schemes
[BKK+19, FGL+20, FKRS19, HW19, JMR19, KRX16, IM00, Kar08, KP08,
Kor10, NHK08]. SDD [KLP16b]. Search
[Cha13, CGMY22, ER17, GMW20, PS16, STK16, JS07]. Searching
[AAHP+16, ACY12, FG08]. seat [BM08]. secretary [BHZ13]. secrets
[BCKM20, BKMV20, BFG+16, CDP21, EHR16, GS17, LBSZ21, WY18, BG11, Cha10a, DFR09, EMS10, GLS10, KMW10, PT11].
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[GIN+17, AHTL05]. Top- [GIN+17]. Topological
[CFRY22, FLST18, AFM08, KB06, HKM+12]. Tossing [BBHT17]. total
[BGLZ09, GLP06, KKW12]. Tournaments [MMM+21, CFR10]. Tours
[CKS19, GGG10]. Tower [DS08, BS06b]. Tracking [Bla20, YZ12].
Tractability [DHM14b, GRS17, CGK+11]. Tractable
[CM15, CCHM15, HIMZ19, RSS06]. Tradeoff [CCDL16, RS09]. Tradeoffs
[GMP17]. Trading [DFR09, BCFN07]. Traffic [Dp14, ADPP07]. train
[Wil10]. Trajectories [ADV+16]. Transform [CI17, AL13, NZZ11].
Transforms [BHK+16, MRR06, JW13]. transitive [Rod08]. Translation
[BKN21, AHPSW10]. transpositions [FZ07]. Transversal [KW14].
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triangle
[Bla08, DKT11].
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[DKT11].

triangulation
[CDI+12].

triangulations
[OGGW10].
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[JS07].
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Truncation
[LMPS18].

Truthful
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TSP
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Tutte
[DHM+14a].

Tverberg
[ASW08].

Two
[AW19, Adj19, BK16, CGMY22, CHLT14, FP10, HS18, HW19, KK16, KR16, WY18, dBBJW21].

Two-Dimensional
[CHLT14, HW19, WY18].

Two-Edge
[BK16].

two-face
[DS11].

Two-Party
[KR16].

Two-phase
[FP10].

Two-way
[CGMY22].

Type
[HPST19, Kra14, KW16b].

Uncapacitated
[KS16].

uncertain
[ACY12, MNS12].

Uncertainty
[AAP+16, GM12, GN16].

Uncrossable
[Nut12].

undirected
[Cha12, CEGS11, MZ12].

Unequal
[CF20].

ungapped
[FBV09].

Unified
[CJJ20].

Uniformly
[OSSW20].

Union
[ATG+14, AAY10].

Union-Find
[ATG+14].

unique
[BLW09].

unit
[EV10].

Universal
[TSZ14, RW10a].

Unknown
[BGH19].

Unless
[BGMW20].

unrelated
[CKK10b].

Unrestricted
[AL13].

Unsplittable
[AGLW18, ADPP07, AGG10, BFKS14, BH12].

unweighted
[BS06a, Cha12, RZ12].

Update
[GHT18, AGvS13].

Updates
[BJLY17].

Updating
[DM09].

Upper
[BN15, CDKL20, HCT+11, MSS11].

Using
[CKS19, EW20, GKM16, LNR+14, KS08, PR08].

utilities
[GN14].

utilizes
[TM08].

Valuation
[CD17].

value
[GGM10].

variable
[BB08].

variable-length
[BB08].

Variant
[HL13].

Variants
[BDH+20, dBBJW21, JR05].

Variations
[KR19].

varying
[AZ07].

VCSPs
[HIMZ19, VZ21].

Vector
[SWYZ21].

Vectors
[CW21].

Vegas
[Wei22].

Vehicle
[GNR15].

Verification
[KMZ18].

version
[BNLT07].

Vertex
[ALM+19, CHGG+17, CCHM15, HTWZ19, LRS18, LMM+21, Wan22, DS11, GKP08, HL06a, Kar09, Kor10, RSS06, Tho10a, Tho10b, VB08, Vis08].

vertex-disjoint
[DS11].

Vertex-Weighted
[HTWZ19].

vertical
[GK09].

Very
[EN19].

Via
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video-on-demand
[EK06].
visits [BKMV20]. Voronoi [DHPR16]. Voting [ADGH21]. vs [GMP17, RS11b].
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